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Hong Kong’s Tamar Ship Management is a company on an indisputable path to
becoming one of the world’s leading ship management firms. With an ever-growing
list of vessels and a dynamic multinational team caring for them, the company is
making the industry sit up and take notice. CEO Martin Henry detailed why Tamar
Ship Management is much more than just another multinational ship management
firm, and why he strongly believes the ongoing plight of seafarers caught up in the
Covid-19 pandemic cannot be pushed aside. “The fact that seafarers around the
world are becoming stuck on ships for months after completing their contract,
is disgraceful,” he said. Richard Hagan reports.
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amar Ship Management’s origins date
back to 2008, initially trading under a
different name and in 2016, had a very
modest portfolio of six vessels on its books.
That year, an investor with robust financial
backing and some strong contacts arrived to
shake things up. In April 2017, the company
was renamed Tamar Ship Management, and
in November 2017, Martin Henry arrived
from the UK, taking the helm as CEO in
January 2018.
Mr Henry is no stranger to the shipping
industry. After spending a career at sea, he
understood exactly what both seafarers and
ship owners want out of a successful relationship with a management company, and he’s
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made it his mission to grow Tamar Ship
Management into that ideal profile.
“My brief was to prepare the company
for expansion; for growth,” he commented.
“I built a team here using some people I’d
worked with before, and which I’ve been
adding to ever since. In the first months
following my arrival, we reviewed all the
company’s systems to make it more
modern and efficient. It was growing very
fast at that time.”
This growth journey continued, until the
onset of a global pandemic caused significant
disruption across the shipping industry.
“We did have a period from about mid2020 until June 2021 where we’d stalled

CEO Martin Henry

a bit. That was mostly pandemic-related,
but we’re now growing again,” remarked Mr
Henry. “We have vessels arriving on a regular basis; we added two more ships in July
and another three in September.”
The three September arrivals take the
number of vessels – Handy Size and
Supramax dry bulk vessels ranging from
28,000 to 56,000 DWT – under the com-

pany’s management to 40 “but I expect
that the growth will continue in the same
manner for at least the next two years,”
said Mr Henry.
The company has seen some exciting
expansion and according to Mr Henry, the
team working diligently behind the scenes
can take a lot of credit for managing the
demands of new ships and owners.

Success in diversity and values
Mr Henry is proud of the people at Tamar
Ship Management who he credits with
helping to create a positive and successful
working environment and building the
company’s reputation in a highly competitive part of the shipping business.
“We have about 40 staff at our headquarters in Hong Kong, but we have people
Inside Marine
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underlined the company’s CEO. “In my professional life, I use them with my vessel
owners, major suppliers and my service
providers. I expect a two-way street of communication with them and I expect them to
have the same values. We very often go the
extra mile and we appreciate when others do
the same.”
Sustainability is vital to Tamar’s supplier
relationships, too. “Wherever possible, we
always want to try and choose the most sustainable companies with the most efficient
management. That’s going to become
increasingly important for the industry,”
Mr Henry commented.

A sustainable business plan
Tamar Ship Management takes its interest
in sustainability even further – the team
has set up a whole new subsidiary that

in other parts of the world, too. We have
staff in a small office in Manila handling
back-office functions like purchasing and
IT, backed-up by marine and technical
superintendents working remotely around
the world in places like China, the UK,
Ukraine, Romania and Poland.
“We’ve got a dozen nationalities in our
shore-based operation – that’s not by
chance. Based on my career at sea, I believe
that when you have different nationalities
working together, there are fewer cliques,
there’s greater professionalism, and more
mutual respect. You get better ideas by
including different points of view.”
There is a clear ethos that defines the
team dynamics at Tamar Ship Management
and it’s a system that Mr Henry is passionate
about. “The core value of the company is the
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recently launched
“We
Castle Marine Services
to provide the non-core
technical management
services that we can
offer, a lot of which is
decarbonisation services.
We have a small team
that has been building
that expertise and that
side of the business

”

focuses on delivering green engineering
solutions and green consulting to the shipping industry.
“The segment that I think will grow the
most in the future is decarbonisation,” stated
Mr Henry. “We recently launched Castle
Marine Services to provide the non-core technical management services that we can offer,
a lot of which is decarbonisation services. We
have a small team that has been building that
expertise and that side of the business.”
Castle Marine Services is focused on
helping ship owners get their ships in compliance with the existing and coming regulatory environment relating to emissions.
“The service we provide is all to do with
cutting emissions and improving efficiencies,” Mr Henry explained. “These are things
that owners need to be prepared for but generally don’t know what options are on the

three Ts, which stand for Teamwork, Trust
and Transparency; also known as ‘The Three
Ts of Tamar’,” he said.
“Thanks to this set of shared values, we
have a healthy, friendly, and straightforward working environment in the office.
Everyone is motivated and knows their
job. It’s a good place to work.”
Mr Henry believes that the company’s
work environment is not only a recipe for
its success but it also sets the company
apart from its competitors. “Our composition gives us a much more diverse outlook
on what we do,” he commented.
The ‘Three Ts of Tamar’ apply equally
to the company’s relationships with its
suppliers and subcontractors.
“They’re essential values that I use in
both my personal and professional life,”
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table and what works best for their specific
vessels. I happen to be a director of that company as well, so I’m heavily involved in it.”

The plight of
seafarers during Covid
As everyone in the industry knows, the
Covid pandemic has made life extremely
challenging for both seafarers and their
employers. Crew rotations and changes
have become difficult at best and in some
cases, impossible, due to international
travel restrictions, leading to unacceptable,
inhumane outcomes for ship crew.
“The fact that seafarers around the world
are becoming stuck on ships for months after
completing their contract, is disgraceful,”
said Mr Henry.
He’s passionate about getting this story
into the public eye and keeping it there, at
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a time when the mainstream media seems
to have forgotten about it.
“Seafarers are key workers, and yet the
challenges involved with relieving crew are
phenomenal. We’re dealing with lockdowns
in China, Manila, India, Australia, Thailand
and Vietnam. Then there are specific types
of Covid testing required and, sometimes,
even the ships themselves are forced to
quarantine. Added to that, there’s a limited
number of flights to and from China where
many of our crew are based. Travel costs are
constantly rising, making transfers logistically difficult.”
He added: “The problem has become
so pronounced that I’m spending 70% of
every working day and most weekends just
dealing with this. I can’t understand why
the issue isn’t in the international news!”
he exclaimed.

Thoughts on the future
Taking a longer term view of the sector at
large, Mr Henry said he is optimistic about
the company’s future outlook.
“The shipping market is doing very well.
Back at the office, we’re working on a few
smaller things to help us to be more efficient
today in terms of tools and systems within
the company. That’s really to make us ready
for the next phase, at which point I’d like to
diversify our portfolio. We want to bring in
some other vessel types, and we want to
create a good, steady pool of highly-trained,
qualified seafarers to satisfy our customers’
demands” he added.
And as for his future in Hong Kong?
“I am very happy in my role at Tamar in
Hong Kong and we are all looking forward
to what the next few years will bring for
us,” he smiled.
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